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Divine Principle Workshop by Zoom - Spain, February 5 - 9, 2021
We organized a Divine Principle workshop online by zoom from Friday 5th of February to Tuesday 9th,
giving the content of 2 days WS in 7 lectures.
We had an intergen couple who is preparing for the Blessing, and one missionary from Evangelical
church who listened to all the lectures and 5 other guests who joined in a few lectures. We had also few
members from our community and from different cities of Spain joining.
The lectures were given by Manuel Campillo and Mario Magaz, who gave all their heart and energy to
explain and make people feel deeply the God's heart and Jesus's heart, and our responsibility as human
beings.

Testimony of our brother Sebastian Badosa :
After quite some time, I attended this particular Divine Principle workshop because I expected an
unexpected guest, whom I had not invited personally. As it went, just a few days before, I had posted on
my Facebook account of around 5000 contacts the detailed announcement of the workshop, and an
acquaintance of mine, whom I barely knew from some other social activity, I'm involved in, saw the post
and decided to directly call the organizers' phone.

The person in question happened to be a very committed and truth-searching Spanish Evangelical
Missionary to Bolivia! The seven 60-90 minutes lectures covered all of Divine Principle's main subjects:
Ideal, Fall, Jesus' mission and the Second Coming, and overall had quite a high and well-prepared
approach, using PowerPoint presentations.
The QandA time was very honest on each participant's side, and inspiring in ways we probably did not
expect before starting. An instance of which was reaching together the realistic yet profound conclusion
and agreement that, no matter our theological differences, we could each of us well be serving today
God's Providence and, who knows, be finally converging, if and when our motivation was clear and pure
enough, to love God, to love Jesus and to carry out God's Plan of global salvation.
Our Evangelical brother ended his attendance by totally and wholeheartedly agreeing with our Family
Federation, declaring the importance of Korean Christianity in preparing the Coming of Christ, and
fervently asking us in the audience to pray for their strength, both in the South and in the North where
they were still heavily persecuted.

